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We stand at the prow again of a small ship 

anchored late at night in the tiny port 

looking over to the sleeping island: the waterfront 

is three shuttered cafés and one naked light burning. 

To hear the faint sound of oars in the silence as a rowboat 

comes slowly out and then goes back is truly worth 

all the years of sorrow that are to come.
 

 

J a c k  G i l b e r t
“A brief For The Defense”
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P e a c e

i can hear the blown-out tire on the 401, 

the coon fight where the smaller one 

lost an eye – the good one – the renovations 

on the neighbour’s upstairs rental unit,

cicadas, still the goddamn cicadas, unbelievably, 

into november, all those catholic school kids –

twelve and thirteen years old – colliding 

into one another, into the street, into the air,

your voice, “i meant what i said,” three times 

in three minutes, i heard you, but you mistook 

the silence for peace (either mine or your own), 

my shoulder too, throbbing for weeks, maybe 

months, that neighbour and those guitars, he 

hangs them on the only wall completely visible 

from the street, as if he isn’t inviting jealousy,

alarmed when he is robbed blind two and a half 

weeks later. it’s true there’s a war, and those kids,

at least some of those kids, have grief, more 

than they should, have an indefensible father, 

or a deal in the works, the consistent buzz of your 

still-running engine, air through the ventilation 

system, there are my big plans too, and all 

the money i have or don’t have, that my grandfather 

is dead, died in the spring, eaten by a cancer 

of the body – not the other kind – for a year 

he was dying, and then finally he did, left his wife, 

his kids, left his house, left me – the trick 

is the shift, progress, otherwise the whole thing, 

this and everything else, is a disaster.
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t a b l e  t a l k

On the sly, you had described me to your pal

as an unwed young mother, somewhat admirable,

if a bit sad. You relayed the details of my life

as you know them, halfway fact and halfway plan.

The secret might have kept, but the minute you

left for the can, your friend finked in my ear:

I expected you to be a teenager, his breath hot

on my face, and the small wet debris from

the inside of his mouth dampened my cheek.

my turned cheek. my half-cheek. my halfway

in and halfway out cheek, cocked at an intimate

angle meant to encourage him to keep talking,

but to talk to me slowly, to drop his voice

to the lowest, most private register possible.
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b r Y S O N ,  Q U e b e c ,  1 9 9 6

The question of which is worse

is complicated more by the following

things: i know what i saw. bright

headlights swept the forest corner

where the thick wood met the road.

i saw the man or ghost boy or boyish

girl caught in the sweep, front-lit

for no more than a second, squatting

on a flat belly between pine trees

and brush, the dark pitch of foliage

shadowed and skewed by the beam.

i saw his or her shirt, button-down,

his or her pants, black, and glassy

glasses, then at the ambit, the car

slide around the corner leaving it all

still again, everything exactly as it

had been before the headlights.

A child myself, the choice became

to remain paralyzed on the road

in terror, or to give in to the sharp 

quake of adrenalin meant to mobilize 

survival, to run as fast as possible up 

the steep hill to your house where 

you are sure to greet me sidelong,

drunk-shot and gearing for a fight.
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it’s a non-choice but i made it,

running for what i thought was my life,

and then to you: manic, scribbling

at the dining room table – a letter,

you told me later, to an infuriated

teacher who had a hand in your

recent termination from the school:

There’s no such thing as ghosts, dear.

What there are, are crazy people sitting

in the woods in the middle of the night.
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S O N N e t  X X i

The day you visited a doctor in Victoria, diagnosed

with arthritis and liver deterioration, you told me

you stopped in Duncan to stand up after driving

for hours. You’d pulled into the gas station in nanoose 

having spotted a recent copy of GQ. You said it was 

the GQ that made you think of me, there, where

the people live miles apart in small wooden homes 

haphazardly stationed among liquor stores, food marts 

and abandoned churches. An afterthought of a town, 

or a mistake they’re trying to make the best of. 

That is also where Opa died in his wooden home,

a place not unlike the church where those thin

cardboard stars hung on the wall during neela’s violin 

recital; one of the things that brought you to tears.
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V i c t O r Y  l a P

for Spencer 

 

i wanted to give you this friendship

bracelet, a lanyard wire or a flossed

half hitch knot, a broken ladder,

an inverse chevron or Totem Pole.

it could have been the Flip Flop Zig Zag

or candy Stripe too, right before

the razzle-dazzle of the strobe lights

when the speaker took the stage to say

It cannot be that death is the worst;

it’s more around the edges that hurts

then pinned what remained of his speech 

to the belly of the podium – a gesture 

that looked like generosity, though it wasn’t.
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a  Wa G e r

in 1949, the middle-aged and sufficiently

well-mannered educators and nurses

at the Fernald School in massachusetts

famously provided their developmentally

challenged students with radioactive oatmeal – 

the city-funded leg of a state-funded project –

to determine the precise amount of swill

the human body could take before collapse.

 

Three times daily the children gathered

in the bustling school cafeteria, regularly

chasing one another, pushing, poking, tripping,

then finally settling on the long wooden

benches lining the lunch tables outfitted

with stacks of ceramic bowls and lucite

water glasses, neatly embossed with postwar 

airplanes and topped with desalinated water

 

Whispering and pinching each other, they waited

as each child was served a level ladle of slop.

There were ten children per row, and every one 

was numbered, monitored and marvelled at

by the attending medical professionals; in the back,

separated by a thin partition, the kitchen help 

swayed to the muffled radio, louis Armstrong’s 

“A Kiss to build a Dream On.”
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At an elementary school three blocks west,

everyone was elbow deep in a duck-and-cover

drill of their own: recommended defence rehearsals 

against atomic attack from the Soviet Union,

a small price to pay for the promise of free electricity,

unlosable golf balls and the all-inclusive stadium 

tours in nevada where the cost of a pair of sunglasses 

bought you an unobstructed view of above-ground 

weapons testing, of peaceful nuclear explosions.




